New Range of Rakhis Launched by Gifts2IndiaOnline
This press release is about the latest launch of new collection of Rakhis by Gifts2IndiaOnline.com. The
collection includes some nice Rakhi threads. People abroad can send Rakhi to India from this collection.
Online PR News â€“ 28-June-2013 â€“ As the time is slowly passing by, giving way to let the Ashwin full
moon day set in, the online gifts-shop Gifts2IndiaOnline.com has unveiled its latest treasure collection of
Rakhis. Raksha Bandhan, being one of the mostly celebrated festivals in India, these days acquire a great
attention from the overseas too. The reason behind this is the large number of Indians residing across the
globe tend to keep the flickering on even in the foreign lands. So this offer is for them as sending Rakhi to
India from abroad can get tough at times.
Â
Gifts2IndiaOnline.com, to add diversity to its collection, has introduced a whole new range of interesting
Rakhi threads. Apart from the usual Rakhi for brother, one may also enjoy the categories like Kids Rakhi,
Bhaiya-Bhabhi Pair Rakhis, Zardoshi Rakhi etc. Raksha Bandhan is a celebration of the love between a
brother and a sister. To make it one of the most precious memories, sisters try to gift their brothers something
exclusive and priceless. The Pearl Rakhi, Silver Rakhi or Precious Rakhi collections include some of the most
exotic threads of love which would be loved by any brother in India. Sisters abroad can send these exclusive
Rakhis to India through this pioneer gifts portal as they have one of the most trusted delivery network across
the country.
Â
Mr Nikhil Poddar, the Chief Executive Officer of this e-gifting company was quoted saying, Rakhi is special for
all of us. We all look forward to this day throughout a year. But those who cannot make it this time, its for
those we have dedicated our latest launch of Rakhis. Our endeavor is to help sisters living in UK, USA,
Canada or anywhere reach their brothers by sending exclusive Rakhis to India.
Â
Beside sending Rakhi to India, one can also team up the thread of love with amazing Rakhi gifts. From
sweets to latest electronic gadgets, one can send Rakhi gifts to India from its vastest gifts plethora.
Â
About the author - The author writes for Gifts2IndiaOnline.com which specializes in delivering gifts to India
online. The site enables the global Indians to connect to their homeland by helping them to send gifts to India
on any occasion and festival. So, have a wonderful experience by sending a gift to India through this online
gifting portal.
Â
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